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Answer a11 Questions.

1. a) Lct Xl,X2, ……,X,, be a random sample ofsize 7もfrom a population with

the probability density function

fx佃,0)

(薯　言fO<凸<0、0　　, Otherwise

(i) Find E(X)

(ii) Find the moment estimator for O.

(40工1⊥紬・ks)

b) Explain the method of maximum likelihood in point estimation.

Let Xl, X2, ……,者l be a random sample of size rL Obtained from a normal distribution

with mean /L and the variance o.2。

Find the maximum likclihood cstimators for /J and 。2.

The anmal growth in height of a, Certain kind of trees follows a normal distributlOn

With unknown mean, # and unknown variance, O.2. A random sample of five trces

Shows the annual growth in height as below: 65cm, 70cm, 80c肌, 113c肌and 155c肌.

Find the maximum likelihood cstimates for /, and for cr2 based on thesc data.

(60重n撮ks)

2. a) Cousider a probability distribution with paraneter O,

De撮nc an unbiased estimator of the paraneter O.

Let Xl,X2, ……一Xのbe a random sample of size 7} from a population with mean /J and

the variance cr2.

Continued.



(i) Show that Jk圭宣e is an unbiased estimator for pr
n

(ii) Let 7’= ∑a3Xい

露呈劃

Show that T is an unbiased estimator of pr if ∑a. = 1; Where cl亀are COnStantS f。.

(40marks)
b) Let Xl, X2号…・∴㌦ be coIltinuous random variables obtained from a distl.1buti。n With

PrObability density function /x佃,の.

State Cl.amer-Rao iIlequality for the va重iiance of an unbiased estimator of a function

丁(0) of the pa.rameter 0言n the usual notation,

When does the equality hold?
Let Xl,X2, -…,者1 be a random sample of size n obtained from a distribution with

PI●Obabiiity density fuIICtioIl

長信、の
〈∂e‾蝕　言行>0,
0　　. otherwise

for parameter G.

Let T be an unbiased estimator for ;.

Show that the Cramer-Rao Iower bound for the variance of T is

Fulther sh。W that th。 。qual.ty h。Ids wh。n r =童i笠
γ乙

(60 ma工・ks)

3. Let Xl、X2’-…言草be a random sample ofsizc?串rom a nomal population with mean #l

a〕ld known variance 。至・ Leも乱fe,.…‥常2 be a random sample of size 722 from a normal

P(〕Pulation with mean伍and known variapee cr2・ Assuming tha=he two samples arc

independent, eXPlain how you would constmct lOO(1 - α)% confidence interval for (伍-扉

(30marks)

Two large companies A and B produce same kinds of steal rods. It is interested to estimate

tre difference in mean lengths of steal rods of two companies. A random sample of 25 rods

fr(〕m the company A and a random sample of 36 rods from the company 。 are independently

taken and inspected.

It is shown that the mean lengths of rods of two samples are 250mm and 240mm respectiveiy.

A'‥COrding to thc production reports of last years’the population variance of the lengths of

rods of company A is 400mm2 and that of company B is 425mm2.

Find a 95% confidence interval for thc differcnce betwecn the mean lengths of steal rods of

tWo companies.

State your assumptions clearly.

(70 marks)
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4. Explain the following terms used in S七atistical Hypothesis testing.

(i) Type I error

(ii) Type H error

(iii) Power function

(30櫨larks)

A single observation of an exponentially distributed random variable with probability denslty

function given as,

fx(篇,の=

樟
語‾冒　言fO→0,雛>0,

Otherwise

is used to tcst the null hypothesis H。 : O = 10, against the altemative Hl : G ≠ 10.

If the null hypothesis is r匂ected if and only if the observed value is less than 8 and grater

than 12, find the probability of Type I error"

AIso fiIld the probability of Type II error if O = 12・

Obtaln the power function of the test・

(70marks)
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